20,000 psi (1379 bar)
Needle and Ball Valves
Catalog 4190-HH/20K
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WARNING
FAILURE, IMPROPER SELECTION OR IMPROPER USE OF THE PRODUCTS AND/OR SYSTEMS DESCRIBED HEREIN OR RELATED ITEMS CAN CAUSE DEATH, PERSONAL INJURY AND
PROPERTY DAMAGE.
This document and other information from Parker Hannifin Corporation, its subsidiaries or its authorized distributors provide product and/or system options for further investigation by users
having technical expertise. It is important that you analyze all aspects of your application and review the information concerning the product or system in the current product catalog. Due to the
variety of operating conditions and applications for these products or systems, the user, through its own analysis and testing, is solely responsible for making the final selection of the products
and systems and assuring that all performance, safety and warning requirements of the application are met.
The products described herein, including without limitation, product features, specifications, designs, availability and pricing, are subject to change by Parker Hannifin Corporation and its
subsidiaries at any time without notice.

Offer of Sale

The items described in this document are available for sale by Parker Hannifin Corporation, its subsidiaries or its authorized distributors. Any sale contract entered into by Parker will be governed
by the provisions stated in Parker’s standard terms and conditions of sale (copy available upon request).
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Introduction - Needle Valve
The Parker 20K H-Series needle valve has been purpose designed for operation with any fluid up to 20,000 psi
(1379 bar) rating. Complete with standard PTFE gland packing and non rotational tip gives the user assurance of
total in service sealing security. 100% repeatable bubble tight shut off and Tru-Loc® gland adjuster security are
key features of this design. A range of end connections are offered including Phastite® and Cone & Thread, with
additional options for NACE compatible and heat code traceable materials.

Features
• Inlet & outlet connections
on same plane for ease
of installation
• PTFE packing
• Non rotating spindle tip for
bubble tight shut off
• Externally adjustable packing
• NACE compatible option
• Operating threads outside
washout area
- No pressure retaining 		
threads in contact with media

• Fine threaded stem raiser
gives increased stem sensitivity
and accuracy
• Tru-Loc® anti-vibration locking
system on gland adjuster for
100% security
• HCT available on all wetted
parts
• Alternative material options
available on request
• Panel and side mounting as
standard

• 316 Stainless steel construction
as standard
• Maximum cold working
pressure rating - 20,000 psi
(1379 bar)
• PTFE standard gland packing
with PEEK anti-extrusion rings
• Max Cv 0.66 (dependent on
fitting size)
• Temperature rating -54°C to
+200°C (-65.2°F to +392°F)*
*refer to P/T graph below

Pressure & Temperature Curve
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Design Features

Standard Range Part Numbers

Other materials and connection options
are available. The actual pressure ratings
for any alternative option will vary from
those stated - please consult with factory
for your specific requirements.

G

The specification of any alternative
material, connection or tubing is critical
to the overall performance of the system.
Caution should be exercised by the user
to ensure proper selection in accordance
with actual operating or design
conditions.
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Valves with Phastite® connections are
recommended for use with 316/316L
tubing conforming to ASTM A-269,
having a hardness not exceeding 90HRB.
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All dimensions to outer body
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Introduction - Ball Valve
The Parker 20K Hi-Pro Ball Valve is a two piece bi-directional ball valve designed for cold working pressure
applications of up to 20,000 psi (1379 bar) rating, giving continuous repeatable performance. They are suitable
for the most demanding applications in the oil, gas and process control industries with the option for bracket
or panel mounting as standard across the range. 100% repeatable bubble tight shut off, user friendly design and
Tru-Loc® gland adjuster security are key features of this design that help distinguish our 20K Ball Valves against
others. A range of end connections are offered including Phastite® and Cone & Thread, with additional options
for NACE compatible and heat code traceable materials.

Features

Specifications

• Two piece body design
minimises leakage paths

• Connector thread
environmentally sealed

• 316 Stainless steel construction
as standard

• Safe installation process

• Various integral
connections available

• Maximum cold working
pressure rating

• Tru-Loc® anti-vibration 		
locking system on gland
adjuster for 100% security

• 20,000 psi (1379 bar) with
PEEK seats

• PEEK standard ball
seats material
• PTFE packing
• Bubble tight shutoff
• Floating ball principal with
dynamic response seats
• Low torque operation
• Quarter turn positive stop
handle with ergonomically
designed protective sleeve
• Adjustable packing

• All valves 100% factory tested
• NACE compatible option
• HCT available on all
wetted parts

• Max Cv 1.56 (dependent on
fitting size)
• Temperature rating PEEK seats
- 20°C to +200°C (-4°F to +392°F)*
*refer to P/T graph below

• Alternative materials options
available on request

Pressure & Temperature Curve

• Panel and side mounting
as standard
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Design Features

Standard Range Part Numbers

Other materials and connection
options are available. The actual
pressure ratings for any alternative
option will vary from those stated
- please consult with factory for
your specific requirements.
The specification of any alternative
material, connection or tubing is
critical to the overall performance
of the system. Caution should be
exercised by the
user to ensure proper selection in
accordance with actual operating
or design conditions.
Valves with Phastite® connections
are recommended for use with
316/316L tubing conforming to
ASTM A-269, having a hardness
not exceeding 90HRB.
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Available End Connections
Phastite

®

Phastite® is the perfect partner for both the 20K Hi-Pro Ball Valve and 20K H-Series Needle Valve. It’s a
breakthrough in tube connection systems with an innovative design concept that combines quick installation
with a simple assembly process. Phastite® is manufactured from standard materials and requires no special
processes to be adopted.

Design

Increased Safety

No loose parts

Phastite® has been specifically
designed to meet ever-increasing
industry standards and demands
with regards to tube connectors
and pressure containment. The
latest CAE and FEA techniques
have been employed to optimise
the design of the connectors and
assembly tooling.

Phastite’s simple assembly process
dramatically reduces the number
of operations needed to assemble
a leak free joint. Simply insert the
tubing into the pre-assembled
connector. The Phastite® tooling
delivers a leak free connection first
time – every time.

Phastite® connectors are supplied
pre-assembled, no loose parts and
no disassembling needed by the
installer. This eliminates assembly
errors, as there are no parts to lose
or incorrectly assemble.

Simple make-up
Consistent make-up to a predetermined stop face on the body.
This reduces the possibility of any
incorrect make-up.

Vibration tolerant
Phastite® provides a permanent
leak free connection. There are no
threaded components, removing
potential loosening problems in
vibration applications.

Valves with Phastite® connections are designed and recommended
for use with 316/316L tubing conforming to ASTM A-269, having a
hardness not exceeding 90HRB.

Nut

Ferrule

Collar

Further information on Phastite® can be found in our technical
catalogue 4235-PH.

Cone & Thread 20,000 PSI Fittings
All valves required with cone and thread fittings are supplied complete with glands and collars, to meet the
industry standard requirement for Autoclave style medium pressure 20,000 PSI connections.
It is the users responsibility to select the appropriate medium pressure
20,000 psi tubing, being 1/8 hard 316 seamless stainless steel tubing
and designed to work with Autoclave style fittings.

Gland
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Collar

Port

How to Order
The correct part number is easily derived from the following number sequence. The five product characteristics
required are coded as shown below.

20K

NV

S

M6PH

Valve
Series

Valve
Type

Body
Material

Connection
Size & Type

20K

NV Needle Valve
BV Ball Valve

S Stainless Steel

4CT
6CT
9CT
4PH
6PH
8PH
M6PH
M8PH
M10PH
M12PH
M14PH

1/4” CT
3/8” CT
9/16” CT
1/4” PH
3/8” PH
1/2” PH
6 mm PH
8 mm PH
10 mm PH
12 mm PH
14 mm PH

NC
Available
Options
NC NACE =
HCT Heat Code Traceability
* Leave blank if not required
=

Consult with factory

Examples
20K

NV

S

M6PH

HCT

Valve
Series

Valve
Type

Body
Material

Connection
Size & Type

Available
Options

Describes a 20K Needle valve in stainless steel construction, equipped with 6mm Phastite® inlet and outlet.
Supplied with Heat Code Traceability marking on all wetted parts.

20K

BV

S

4CT

NC

Valve
Series

Valve
Type

Body
Material

Connection
Size & Type

Available
Options

Describes a 20K Ball Valve in stainless steel construction, equipped with 1/4” Cone & Thread inlet and
outlet. Supplied with NACE Certification.
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